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Abstract— The main requirement of any programmer is unlimited amount of fast memory. But the speed of memory is directly proportional to the cost of memory. But 

our goal is to achieve more speed in less cost, for these we have introduce memory hierarchy. At the top of this hierachy is small but very fast and costly cache memory. 

As cache is small memory so it contain only some part of data at any given time. If some new data is to be placed in cache than we have to replace the existing data (in 

case when cache is packed with data) using some strategies. LRU (Least Recently Used) is one such strategies. In this paper we have a new extension to LRU 

depending on the size of the block to be replaced. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Cache is small but very fast memory as well as it is very costly. Cache act as a 

interface between main memory and processor for reducing latency period. 

Today the main concern is how to utilize this small area to maximize the 

performance. The performance of cache is defined as average time to access the 

memory.i.e 

Average access time= Hit time+ Miss Rate*Miss penalty. 

To increase average access time we have to decrease the Miss Rate. We design 

many strategies to decrease the Miss Rate for example for any new block arrived 

replace least recently used block (LRU), First in First out (FIFO), Random. This 

strategy reduces the miss rate but still we have to suffer the miss. 

       

II. REASON FOR SUFFERING MISS IN CACHE 

 

The miss referred to as a failed attempt of reading a data from cache which result 

in accessing the main memory for bringing the respective data and increasing our 

access time. You can any strategy but you cannot make the miss rate to 0%. 

Because there are some miss which are compulsory misses. Consider a scenario 

where system is just started and you have to initialize your cache, each time 

request for a data result in miss. So this misses cannot be reduced. 

But consider a scenario when cache has no empty space for any new data. So 

when new block of data is to be placed in cache then we have to replace some 

old block using any one strategy.  As most widely used strategy is LRU so 

according to this we replace old with new block. Now consider the next request 

was for data that currently replaced and we suffer from a miss i.e. its 

unpredictable to determine what the next request all about. 

Instead of depending upon these strategies we should add a new angle in 

replacement algorithm. The Factor of size should also be considered for block 

that has to be replaced. 

 

III. BASIS FOR INCLUDING SIZE FACTOR IN REPLACEMENT 

The basis for using size as a factor comes from real time scenario. 

Consider that there is rack filled with boxes now we have to keep new 
box on it. so our  approach is to search for the boxes that are not  much 

in use and then we look for size of  least recently used boxes  and 
replace one whose size is sufficient enough  to place a new box instead 

of replacing the most heavy one. 

As we know that to bring a small data from the memory require less 

bandwidth & less time  as compared to the large data which require 
more bandwidth & more time which result in  increasing average access 

time of cache memory in case of miss. 

IV.     PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

This new algorithm of replacement is just an extension to earlier strategy LRU. 

The algorithm uses the LRU to search for least recently used pages than while 

replacing it compare the size also. 

1. Search for 3 least recently used block in the memory. 

2. Now compare the sizes of these three blocks and arrange them in increasing 

order. 

3. Now compare the size of new data with these three blocks. 

4. Select the block to replace just enough in size which can accommodate the 

new block. 

  Now consider if we won’t consider size as a parameter to replace the block. 

Than the block of 1024 bytes will be replaced for new block 0f 200 bytes, When 
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the next request arrive for this 1024 byte of data  than to bring back this data we 

require more time and more bandwidth. 

If we consider size also as factor than consider we select 3 least recently used 

block of size 1024, 512 and 256.And 1024 is the least recently used among this 

three than comes 256 and than comes 512.Now a new data of 128 comes than 

instead of replacing 1024 block we replaced 256 block .Now if next request is 

for this 256 block than less time and less bandwidth is require for this block in 

comparison to the block of size 1024. 
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